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Introduction
Past temperature variations are usually inferred from proxy data or estimated using global climate
models (GCMs). Comparisons between climate estimations derived from proxy records and from
GCMs offer the possibility to identify deficiencies in both approaches and help to better understand
mechanisms driving climate variations.
Based on tree rings, natural external forcing such as solar irradiance variations and volcanic
activity have been highlighted as the main global driving mechanisms of natural climate variability
on multidecadal to centennial time-scales during the Holocene (Briffa et al. 1998, Crowley 2000).
However, the amplitude of the reconstructed variations in Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) and the
possible limitations of tree rings to record the full magnitude of volcanic cooling are now being
debated (Krivova & Solanki 2008, Mann et al. 2012). The lack of knowledge is even larger
regarding the role played by anthropogenic forcing on climate, with Land Cover Changes (LCC)
being an especially intriguing target since they may play an opposed role on climate when
considering different spatial scales (Pongratz et al. 2010). The increasing availability of long
climate-sensitive tree-ring chronologies and derived climate reconstructions, especially in
underrepresented areas, will assist in developing a more accurate temporal and regional
characterization of the natural and anthropogenic climate drivers.
July to October temperature variations reconstructed for the last 800 years based on tree rings
from the Cazorla Range (NCZTjaso) are compared to single-forced simulations driven by volcanic
forcing (VF), LCC, solar forcing (SF), and concentration of greenhouse gases (GG) performed with
the climate model MPI-EMS (Jungclaus et al. 2010). Additionally, the reconstruction is also
compared to two ensembles of simulations (E1 and E2) with complete external forcing but different
SF performed with the same GCM. The main aim is to identify the main drivers of the summer
temperature variations at the southeast of the Iberian Peninsula.
Material and Methods
Reconstructed temperatures
July to October temperatures variations are estimated in the Southeast of the Iberian Peninsula for
the last 800 years based on tree rings and climate model simulations. The reconstruction is derived
from a tree-ring width chronology (TRW) composed of 40 Pinus nigra subsp. salzmannii (Dunal)
Franco individuals growing at the Cazorla Range with tree ages between 250 and 900 years.
Based on the relationships between ring width and climate, July to October temperature was
identified as the main driver of tree growth (Dorado Liñán et al. 2011). Calibration/verification tests
were carried out in two split periods. The linear regressed subsets of the TRW indicated a stable
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relationship between proxies and climate and preservation of high-to-low frequency variability (for
more details see Dorado Liñán et al. 2013).
Simulated temperatures
The global GCM simulations used here were produced with the MPI-ESM model, which is an
atmosphere-ocean model including a fully interactive carbon cycle (for more details the reader is
referred to Jungclaus et al. 2010). The present study made use of the MPI-ESM simulations
performed with just one external forcing at a time and two existing five-member and three-member
ensembles of model simulations with full external forcing named E1 and E2 respectively. The
ensemble of simulations E1 and E2 include identical volcanic (Crowley et al. 2008), LCC (Pongrazt
et al. 2008), orbital (based on Bretagnon & Francou 1988) and aerosol forcing (Lefohn et al. 1999,
Boucher & Pham 2002). The difference between both ensembles of simulations lies in the solar
forcing applied: E1 uses a TSI curve of smaller amplitude of variations (Krivova & Solanki 2008)
while E2 was driven by a TSI reconstruction with wider amplitude of solar variations (Lean 2000).
The most widely used volcanic activity reconstructions (Crowley et al. 2000;Gao et al. 2008) were
also compared to the NCZTjaso extreme years to assess the effects of volcanic eruptions at annual
scales. The extreme years where defined as years with a temperature value exceeding the double
standard deviation from the mean.
Results and Discussion
NCZTjaso describes 800 years of summer-to-autumn temperature variations in the south of the IP
covering the transition from the Medieval Climate Anomaly to the Little Ice Age (MCA-LIA
transition), the LIA, and the modern times (Fig 1a).

Figure 1. NCZTjaso and volcanoes. a) Annual and 10-yr smoothed NCZTjaso (thin and tick grey lines
respectively) and the annual confidence intervals (grey shade). Superimposed is the 10-yr smoothed
instrumental record (black line); b) comparison of positive (close circles) and negative (open circles)
temperature extremes in NCZTjaso and volcanic activity reconstructions from Crowley (2000) (grey line) and
Gao et al. (2008) (black line).MCA: Medieval Climate Anomaly; LIA: Little Ice Age.
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The MCA-LIA transition, defined here as the period 1200-1500CE, was predominately warm, with
some alternating periods of low temperatures. The LIA is well marked and the cold period spans
1500-1930CE with only one positive anomaly between 1760-1800CE. The end of the LIA was
followed by an increase in temperatures between 1925-1975CE, reaching a maximum in the
middle of the 20th century. The most recent decades (1975-2003CE) have not been the warmest
of the record.
When analyzing extreme years at NCZTjaso, the negative events match in timing and magnitude to
some known periods of explosive volcanic eruptions (e.g., 13th century) (Fig 1b). However, some
periods of high volcanic activity do not seem to have impact on tree growth and summer
temperature (e.g., 18th and 19th centuries). Likewise, some periods of high frequency of negative
temperature anomalies do not seem to be linked to volcanic activity (e.g., 20th century).
At decadal to multidecadal scales (Fig 2), the correlation between NCZTjaso and the single-forcing
simulations as a function of increasing smoothing of the series (Fig. 2) reveals volcanism as the
only external forcing with a significant correlation with decadal variations of summer temperature at
the Cazorla Range during the last 5 centuries (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the influence of volcanism is
detected throughout the 19th and 20th century, though the correlation coefficient is at the limit of
the 95% significance level (Fig. 2c).
We could not find a sustained significant correlation with SF nor with the other single-forcing
simulation in the periods 1500-2000 and 1860-2000CE. LCC seems to attain a more prominent
role in constraining summer temperature variations at the IP during the last two centuries, while the
20th century increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations does not seem to have a
discernible influence on the temperature trends at the Cazorla Range (Fig. 2c).

Figure 2. External forcing at Cazorla Range. a, b) correlation between NCZTjaso and the simulations LCC, SF
and VF as a function of increasing smoothing of the series for the periods 1195-2000 and 1500-2000CE,
respectively; c) evolution of the correlation with increasing smoothing between NCZTjaso and all simulations
for the period 1860-2000CE. Black line indicates 95% significance level.
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The correlation analysis of NCZTjaso with the single-forcing MPI-ESM simulations used here
provides some insights into the influence exerted by each forcing over the long period considered.
However, this approach cannot fully explain more short-term or punctual influences.
Indeed, NCZTjaso do better agree in amplitude and variability with the ensemble of simulations with
a complete external forcing (E1 and E2) indicating that temperatures variations are not driven by a
single forcing and they are most likely the result of a combination of several external factors.
Among the simulations with a complete external forcing, NCZTjaso reveals a closer agreement in
terms of amplitude with the temperature variations simulated by the ensemble E2, forced with a
TSI curve of wider amplitude of solar variations.
The amplitude of past solar variations is one of the key questions still under debate and the results
found when comparing simulated and reconstructed past temperature are often contradictory. For
instance, while our results indicate that models forced with TSI curves of wider amplitude lead to
temperature amplitudes closer to those reconstructed, other authors found exactly the opposite
(e.g., Hind & Moberg 2012).

Figure 3. Comparison of reconstructed summer temperatures at Cazorla Range (NCZTjaso) and those
simulated by the MPI-ESM: ensembles E1, E2 and the single-forcing simulations (SF) in top, middle and
bottom panel respectively. Periods of solar minima are shaded: WM (Wolf minimum); SM (Spörer Minimum);
MM (Maunder Minimum) and DM (Dalton Minimum).

NCZTjaso does not show significant correlations with any of the forcings when considering the whole
period reconstructed 1200-2000CE (Fig. 2a). This is probably due to the fact that reconstructed
and simulated temperatures are strongly anticorrelated during the MCA-LIA transitional period (Fig.
3). The comparison of the two ensembles of model simulations (E1 and E2), the single-forcing
simulations and NCZTjaso reveals a persistent anticorrelation spanning approximately the period
1200-1400CE. Previous studies also reported such anticorrelation across simulations performed
with different GCM and proxy-based reconstructions (i.e., González-Rouco et al. 2011). Some
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authors pointed to a period dominated by internal variability, and therefore not forced by any of the
tested forcing factors, as a reason for such differences (Mann et al. 2009, Graham et al. 2011,
Trouet et al. 2012).
Conclusions
Volcanism shows up as the main factor controlling tree growth in our study area for the last 5
centuries at annual, decadal to multi-decadal time-scales. However, VF alone cannot explain the
full range of summer temperatures variations in Cazorla Range. The role played by SF and
anthropogenic forcing such as LCC during the last millennium could not be clarified and GG do not
seem to be the dominant influence in the 20th century temperature variations.
The temperature amplitude shown by NCZTjaso agrees better with that displayed by models
including TSI reconstructions of wider amplitude. However, the anti-correlation between the
reconstructed and simulated temperatures during the MCA-LIA transitional period highlights the
current limitations in the attribution of such a temperature pattern to internal variability or external
forcing.
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